SUBJECT: JACK ANDERSON COLUMN ON NARCOTICS

1. TODAY'S WASHINGTON POST CARRIES COLUMN BY JACK ANDERSON BASED ON CIA REPORTS ON NARCOTICS. PASSAGES RELATING TO IRAN FOLLOW: QUOTE EVEN OUR MIDEASTERN ALLY, IRAN, HAS STARTED TO GROW ITS OWN OPIUM UNDER GOVERNMENT CONTROL, BUT THE GOVERNMENT MAY NOT BE ABLE TO STOP ILLEGAL SHIPMENTS FROM BEEN DIVERTED TO AMERICA.... INNER QUOTE RUMORS PERSIST THAT SOME MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL FAMILY AND PARLIAMENT ARE NARCOTICS USERS. SWISS AUTHORITIES RECENTLY CHARGED AN IRANIAN PRINCE, WHO ACCOMPANIED THE SHAH TO SWITZERLAND, WITH HAVING TRANSFERRED PURE OPIUM. END INNER QUOTE .... AFGHANS ALREADY HAVE INNER QUOTE PROFESSIONAL SOPHISTICATED MEANS OF GETTING HASHISH BY AIR TO TEHRAN, BEIRUT AND FRANKFURT AND BY SEA TO KARACHI. SOME HAS REACHED THE U.S. ..... IRAN STILL DOESN'T PRODUCE ENOUGH LEGAL OPIUM FOR THE COUNTRY'S REGISTERED ADDICTS, WHO RECEIVE THE DRUG UNDER A NATIONAL PROGRAM. BUT THE HARVEST IS INCREASING. MEANWHILE, ALLEGED THE DOCUMENTS. INNER QUOTE THE ESTIMATED 100-300 TONS CURRENTLY BEING SMUGGLED INTO IRAN, THAT COULD BECOME AVAILABLE, EXCEEDS THE TOTAL OPIUM EQUIVALENT NEEDED TO SUPPLY THE U.S. MARKET END INNER QUOTE

2. ANDERSON QUOTES CIA MEMOS DATED JUNE 26 AND JUNE 9. INTELLIGENCE MEMORANDUM OF JUNE 23 TITLED SOUTH ASIA: A POTENTIAL SOURCE OF ILLICIT OPIUM FOR THE U.S. MARKET APPEARS TO BE PRIMARY SOURCE FOR COLUMN. MEMORANDUM OF JUNE 7 IS ON NARCOTICS IN IRAN.
WE PLAN NO COMMENT ON THIS COLUMN.
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